
Resue-ISI: Confronting Team Formation inRoboCupResueRanjit Nair, Milind Tambe, and Stay MarsellaUniversity of Southern CaliforniaComputer Siene Department and Information Sienes Institute941 W. 37th Plae, Los Angeles, CA 90007fnair,tambe,marsellag�ISI.eduWeb Page: http://www.isi.edu/teamore/Resue/1 IntrodutionThe RoboCupResue Simulation Environment [2℄ is a hallenging multiagentdomain where tasks need to be done ollaboratively by heterogeneous agents.Our goal is to enable ambulanes, �re brigades, polie fores, et. to work asteams in this domain. A key prerequisite to teamwork is Team Formation, i.e.,the alloation of agents to roles within tasks. Teams one formed, espeially ina hostile and dynami environment like an urban disaster, need to be reformedupon arrival of new tasks, team member failure, et. If every team formationis done by trying to antiipate future reformations, there an be substanialsavings in reformation osts and time, thus leading to more lives being saved.We refer to this tehnique as \Team formation for Reformation"[5℄.In last year's team's desription[4℄ we desribe various team formation algo-rithms that we tried out. However, as we noted there, these algorithms are notglobally optimal in that they do not form teams antiipating future reformationsthat may be required. This myopi reasoning lead to many situations where theagents had ommitted themselves to tasks to early.The \Team Formation for Reformation" approah uses a theoretial modelalled R-COM-MTDPs [5℄, based on deentralized ommuniating POMDPs.Here the team formation poliies are omputed o�-line by probabilistially rea-soning how the urrent senario ould unfold. In that work we show why thispoliy omputation is intratable (NEXP-omplete), thus emphasizing the needfor approximations. In this year's team we abstrat the state of eah agent andlimit the amount of look ahead to make the searh for a team formation poliymore tratable. We employ the same ommuniation and role exeution strat-egy as last year's team and onentrate on oming up with good team formationpoliies that will improve on our last year's team whih �nished in third plaeat RoboCupResue 2001.2 Previous ApproahesOur previous approahes for team formation in RoboCupResue are myopi inthe sense that how future events will unfold is not onsidered while forming



teams . The tasks were thought of as ivilians who need to be resued, buildingswhih are on �re and roads that are bloked. We desribed a entralized om-binatorial aution mehanism demonstrated at Agents-2001 and a distributedmethod based on loalized reasoning.In our aution mehanism, the �re station, ambulane enter and the polieoÆe took on the role of autioneers, and the ambulanes, �re brigades and poliefores take on the roles of bidders . The items being bid for are the tasks. At thebeginning of eah yle, eah free agent makes several bids - eah bid onsistsof a di�erent ombination of tasks and an estimate of the ost of performingsequentially the tasks in this ombination. This approah had the following 2mainshortomings:{ Intratable Computational Complexity: The nature of the algorithm man-dated that the omputation be done in real-time. Owing to the omlexity ofthe algorithms and further restritions imposed by the domain, this methodwas not very feasible.{ Not globally optimal: The alloation found is not optimal if we onsider alltime steps sine we didn't onsider future reformations.The distributed method, based on our agents desribed in [3℄, relied on eahagent deiding for herself as to whih task to perform. This loalized reasoningallowed agents to evaluate the seriousness of a task before ommitting to thattask. This loalized reasoning is an estimation how the task would unfold in thefuture. The strength of this approah lay in the low number of messages that itrequired. A major shortoming of this approah was that the agents relied onloal information and don't onern themselves muh with what tasks the otheragents were performing. Thus, this alloation sheme is learly sub-optimal.3 Team Formation for Reformation in RoboCupResueTeam Formation for Reformation relies on a theoretial model of teamwork alledR-COM-MTDP [5℄. R-COM-MTDP is based on deentralized ommuniatingPartially Observable Markov Models. For a detailed desription of how the no-tation an be applied to RoboCup Resue please see [5℄.The goal is to ome up with team formation poliies for eah individualmobile agent. That is for eah ambulane, polie fore and �re brigade. Injuredivilians, buildings on �re and bloked roads an be grouped together to formtasks. We speify sub-plans whih onsists of roles for eah task type. Eah agent,needs to maintain a belief state of what it believes the true world state is. Basedon the agent's believe state is, it hooses whether to ontinue it urrent roleor to take on another role. The agent's belief state depends on its observationsabout the objets within its visible range and on the ommuniation it reeivesfrom other agents. Note, that there may be parts of the world that are notobservable beause there are no agents there. Thus, highlighting the importaneof ommuniation.



We also de�ne a reward funtion that spei�es the immediate reward for per-forming an ation, be it a role hanging, exeution or ommuniation ation. Weassume that ommuniation and reformation always ahev negative reward butthey an result in future postive gains. Thus we an now ome up with o�inepoliies for role-taking, role exeution and ommuniation that maximize the ex-peted utility. In [5℄, we show that this problem is NEXP-Complete and hene weneed to limit the omplexity of our algorithms by doing suitable approximations.Sine we are interested in \Team Formation" and \Reformation", we �x theommuniation and role-exeution poliies to be almost the same as that in ourlast year's team and fous on oming up with role-taking poliies. We furthersimplify our problem by onsidering only an abstration of the state spae. Thuswe disard several features as not being relevant. A thorough investigation ofwhih features an be disarded needs to be done. Further, we an limit theamount of look-ahead that is done in omputing the poliy. This drastiallyredues the amount of time it takes to ome up with poliies for team formationfor reformation.4 ConlusionIn this paper we emphasize the importane of Team Formation for Reformationin the RoboCupResue Simulation Environment. We pointed out the aws inour previous agents and desribed how the \Team Formation for Reformation"approah will address the problems. We showed how this tehnique an be ap-plied to RoboCupResue for oming up with optimal poliies for role hanging,role exeution and ommuniation. Finding suh poliies is NEXP-Complete forRoboCupResue emphasizing the need for approximations like abstrated statespae and limited lookahead. We �x the ommuniation and role exeution pol-iy to that of our last year's team that �nished in 3rd plae and onentrate onoming up with an improved team formation poliy.Referenes1. Hunsberger, L., Grosz, B.: A Combinatorial Aution for Collaborative Plan-ning. Proeedings of the Fourth International Conferene on Multi-Agent Systems(ICMAS-2000), 2000.2. Kitano, H. et al: RoboCup-Resue: Searh and Resue for Large Sale Disasters asa Domain for Multi-Agent Researh. Proeedings of IEEE Conferene, SMC-99,Otober 1999.3. Nair, R., Ito, T., Tambe, M., Marsella, S.: RoboCup-Resue: A Proposal and Prelim-inary Experienes. Proeedings of RoboCup-ResueWorkshop, Fourth InternationalConferene on Multi-Agent Systems(ICMAS-2000), July 2000.4. Nair, R., Ito, T., Tambe, M., Marsella, S.: Task Alloation in the Resue SimulationDomain: A Short Note. Proeedings of the RoboCup Symposium, 20015. Nair, R., Tambe, M., Marsella, S.: Team Formation for Reformation in MultiagentDomains like RoboCupResue. Proeedings of RoboCup Symposium, 2002


